
As a manufacturer you face a variety of business challenges in your operations, ranging from 

inventory management to production scheduling to managing your relationships with an 

increasingly global supply chain and customer base. Mastering these challenges—while at the 

same time constantly looking for ways to reduce production cost and increase profit margins 

—can be very overwhelming. 

Kenandy Cloud ERP is designed to help manufacturers to manage their business better by 

providing MRP, inventory and warehouse management, trade promotions management, core 

financials and more—all in one system—natively build on the Salesforce platform. And because 

everything is built to work together with order-to-cash, supply chain management, and 

manufacturing—your operations are in sync all the time.

SOLUTION BRIEF

Cloud ERP for Manufacturing

Manufacturing Models 
Kenandy supports multiple manufacturing business models, such as Build 

to Stock or Build to Order with CPQ. It also allows you to manage your 

outsourced manufacturing models, such as Supplier to Customer Drop 

Ship, Consigned Procurement, and Sub Contract Work Order Management

Material Requirements Planning (MRP) 
Kenandy MRP processing is both fast and on your schedule, opening 

up your operations to a realm of new possibilities. Run “what-if” MRPs; 

determine the product availability for large orders, identify the impact  

and alternatives for supplier shortages, or shift components to support  

key customers—any time you need. And because of Kenandy’s unique  

data architecture, all your MRP reports run faster than ever before.

Supply Chain Management 
Kenandy supply chain cost planning enables you to model and plan 

your supply chain costs for multiple time horizons and multiple business 

scenarios. And you get complete traceability of every component and 

every item throughout your entire supply chain.

Maximize the Operational Efficiency of Your Manufacturing Business
Kenandy Cloud ERP provides all the functionality that is required to help  

you to increase the operational efficiency of your business: 
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Inventory & Warehouse Management 
Kenandy Cloud ERP provides advanced inventory and warehouse 

management for your manufacturing business. Use attribute-based inventory 

management to track your inventory on hand—by item, dimension, lot, 

serial number, and other product attributes. Utilize rule-based inventory 

management to gain control over the movement of your stock by setting 

the priority and selecting the precise locations for picking items, and for 

putting items away. 

With Kenandy Cloud ERP you can control your warehouse floor management 

and fulfill more orders faster by defining attributes in advance—you can 

even specify your own. This gives you the flexibility to track and manage 

your inventory by item grade, color, size, or any other characteristic unique 

to your business or products. Your logistics team members only has to 

enter a quantity and log the transaction—which makes most of your  

day-to-day operations almost touchless. 

Trade Promotions Management 
Kenandy Cloud ERP provides complete visibility across your internal and 

supply chain networks, enabling you to accurately target, forecast, plan, 

and execute successful trade promotions. You can easily plan, execute 

and assess promotion effectiveness, all from within Kenandy’s trade 

promotion management solution. Measure your promotion response rates, 

and leverage past programs to create accurate and profitable future trade 

promotions. Create planning workflows and manage promotions as they 

move through their lifecycles, from initial planning, to customer committed, 

and finally executed and paid.

Financial Management 
With Kenandy, manufacturing and accounting share the same system.  

There are no messy or costly integrations between systems, and no more 

complex and error-prone data transfers to and from spreadsheets. You can 

run accounting and generate financial statements directly from Kenandy 

—without having to go through the complex and error-prone process of 

assembling, re-formatting, and exporting product data. 

Kenandy Cloud ERP includes all the core capabilities that you need to 

easily handle your key financial process, such as Accounts Receivable, 

Accounts Payable, General Ledger, Fixed Assets, Banking. From recording a 

simple transaction to automatically reconciling accounts—Kenandy makes 

managing your numbers easier. 
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Increase Your Agility and Flexibility
In today’s business environment, it is crucial that your operations are 

agile and flexible, so that you can easily modify your business processes 

to take advantage of new business opportunities. Kenandy’s unique data 

architecture and the native development on the Salesforce platform enable 

you to increase the agility and flexibility of your manufacturing business. 

Business Ready ObjectsTM Architecture 

Business Ready Objects is a new, innovative data architecture developed 

by Kenandy to enable flexibility in designing business processes. Different 

from legacy ERP, Business Ready Objects do not require complex code and 

convoluted data transfers among tens of thousands of database tables to 

define business processes. Instead, Business Ready Objects encapsulate 

complete business activities as objects, with objects assembled together 

to define business processes. Business Ready Objects make it extremely 

easy to support new business processes, which gives manufacturers 

unprecedented agility and flexibility.

Built on the Salesforce Platform 

Cloud based ERP solutions have been reported as producing a 5-times 

higher ROI compared to on-premise solutions; and Kenandy is natively 

developed on the leading platform for these solutions—the Salesforce 

Platform. This means Kenandy can deliver new features and functionality 

to you faster. The Salesforce platform makes it exceptionally easy to 

extend functionality by allowing for “clicks and not code”, and is highly 

scalable to meet any changes in your business.

Solution Highlights

Now you can manage your  

manufacturing operations with 

Kenandy Cloud ERP.  

• Shop floor control

• Capacity planning

• Production planning
and scheduling

• Material Requirements
Planning (MRP)

• Material picking and kit
management

• Product data management
and BOM’s

• Formulas, recipes,
and routings

• Location and Lot control

• Reservations and allocations

• Mobility and real-time data

• Complete financial
management
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